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Foreword

It is Only within the short span of the last two decades
that teaching models for the severely handicapped have
been successfully ckirnonstrated. As a result of system-
atic instruction, the severely handicapped have demon-
strated that they have the ability to acquire self-help,
social, and vocational skills.

Having attained some success, educators of the severely
handicapped must face another problem: Acquisition of
skills rarely guarapkvs that the individual can apply
those skills in natural settings. The process of adapting
skills from instructional to natural settings is called

. generalization.

The generalization phenomenon has been recognized
and studied in research lalloratories for many years, but
the need for strategies to facilitate generalization has
never been more critical than it is now. As we face the
integration of severely handicapped persons into all
facets of society, we realize that the main stumbling
1,10( k is the difficulty these individuals encounter in
generalization.

As we examine the natural setting, we see the multitude
of unpredir. table variables that stand in the way of adap-
tation tor the severely handicapped. Each new stimulus
demands generalization within a class of responses to fit
the panic [Aar situation in the environment.

Up to now, educators have relied upon two strategies for
generalization. The first, what Trevor Stokes and Dan
Baer have called "train and hope," involves thorough
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training during the acquisition phase and hope for later
generalization. The second, identified by Lou Brown,
utilizes the "criterion of ultimate functioning"' to assure
that all the skills taught have an ultimately useful
purpose or function.

Educators, following the course of least resistance, have
tried to conduct their instruction in the natural setting.
This "practical" approach is simplistic and difficult to
achieve. Educators must search for appropriate natural
environments, but effective teaching involves unavoid-
able adaptation of those environments.

A further problem is that the natural s&fting may not
provide sufficiently predictable opportunities for
severely handicapped persons to practice particular new
skills. Thus it is inefficient to develop large numbers of
new skills in this way. The challenge raised by the
current difficulties is to determine whether or not skills
can be developed to an acceptable rate within an
instructional environment and then transferred to the
natural environment.

Educators and advocates all over the United States have
expressed the need for solutions related to facilitating
generalization. As a result, the U.S. Department of
Education's Special Education Programs (SEP) has set
aside funding for study and analysis of generalization
processes with the severely handicapped. The Wash-
ington Research Organization is pleased to participate in
these efforts.

AS441:f
Norris G. Haring
Principal Investigator
Seattle, 1984
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Ms. ( indy Burc hart is pleased with her new job at the
Seattle Hotel. She has loaded the industrial dishwasher
for the first time: all of the plates on the bottom in neat
rows and an of the glasses on the top. it was easy to
figure out where they went. She closes the door with
satisfaction. But where are the buttoris to start the
machine? They're not on the front of the machine, nor
on the side. Behind the dishwasher, on the wall, Cindy
sees a now of buttons, switches, dials, and lights. Some
of the lights are dark, while others are glowing red or
green. She stands bewildered before the display. The
manager of the kitchen rushes over, glares at Cindy, and
rapidly pushes some buttons, sets a dial, and Hicks a
switch. t le barks, "Start on the next load," wondering
why he ever agreed to give a retarded person a chance,
anyway-

Mr. White gazes at the assessment data for Richard. He
is depressed. This is the third year he has had Richard in
his c lass, the third year he has conducted assessment,
and the third year he must prepare instructional objec-
tives for Richard's lEP. Last year he taught Richard to say,
-My name is Richard Clark," when asked, "What's your
name?" or "Who are you?" This year, he only answers
with. "Richard." "That really won't help if he gets lost,"
sighs Mr. White. He ruefully writes the objective for
"says own name" for the second year in a row. fie looks
at some more assessment data, collected over the first six
weeks of school. It is taking Richard even longer to learn
to say his address than it did to say his name, and it looks
/AV then' is no guarar tee that he will remember that next
sear. Mr. White considers just getting him an i.d.
bra( ek.t, but rernernhei5 what Richard's parents said. He
ss rtes an ()Nei live for "says own address" and shakes
hp. hv.id



hiriv is se reaming %4/ kluelly that his lace is eggplant
purple Mrs. home's stares helplessly at him. She goes
river and pit ks up the tennis shoes from the t inner
Whfff he threw them moments ago. She knows that
iody's tear her told her that Indy was able to put on these

ry same shoes without any help. The screaming is now
broken iw gasps, as tidy winds up to an even higher
pit( h_ Mr. Loomis yells up the stairs, "Where are you
W'm all in the t ar waiting!" Mrs. Loomis quic-kly picks
up loch, puts his shoes on him, and carries him down
stairs lody quits. se reaming when they go -wt the door.
"!hank goodness.- she says to herself.

ONE
THE WASHINGTON RESEARCH

ORGANIZATION

The prohiern for (:indy. Kis:hard. and Judy is generalisation. er
the 1.0 k of it, hi be more precise. The setting changes. time

and it is somehow ft% if they had never teamed what to do
the first plate, This is one of the most important problems we

ha% e had to face since we began educating severely handicapped
students It is oar that must be solved if education is to be an
Om tit e preparation for life in society.

I hr Washington Reseen:h tiricanizatitni (IMRE)). located on the
.it the t ffiliversity of Washington in Seattle. was awarded

.4 tive-yar contract by the U.S. Department of Education's
Spei t.ti Education Projects ISF.P) in (kiuber 1982. The mission
,,t I 'Vi RO is to identilv instructional strategies through empirical
sit% rstig,thifil% that enable pratiitioners to promote generalized
ti-quaiduig h% seventh- handitappeti persons. If the ntseari.h we

t is prodialive. we will develop practical instructional
4440411441.., that ensure that severely handicapped individuals are
141 I,/ ii%o learned skills in environments outside of the training
st, otid thitt those skills remain useful long after formal
#.41a, i',1411 We will also take steps to see that the
met h4 t% %, 4 tiHVetttp are available to all practitiOner14.
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sequnt e of age* fives will need to be 'net if we are to be
art cessiul III c omplishing nut mission, First. I IWRO investi-
gators will conduct descriptive and intervention research to
identify specific environmental. instructional. and individual
characteristics that affect the probability of generalized
responding. Although variables so identified may increase our
understaiicling of generalization, little of practical value is

complished by identification alone. Our second ohlte:tive is to
conduct rescsin.h designed to test the effects of manipulating or
c hanging environmental. instructional, and individual pinfor
mare,e variables. Third. ilWit() investigators will conduct inter-
vention resean:h in controlled and natural settings to detemik:ne
instructional and curricular strategies that increase the proba-
bility of generalized responding. This leads us to our fourth
obiective. Teachers and other practitioners will be trained in
instructional methods and curricula identified by 1.1WRt)
researt h, in order to determine whether procedures may be
implemented effectively and practically. within operating and
budgetary l_onistraints of educational settings.

The .aoccess ineeding each objective will be determined by
hanges in pupil performance data. and by determining the

IfVflal practical impact of such changes. The effects of interven-
tions will be evaluated according to the change in frequency.
quality. and quantity of generalized responding from pre-inter-
vention levels. The results of tIWRt)'s studies will be evaluated
according to psychological and educational reseirch
for reliability. validity, methodological considerat and
aneivtic techniques. The extent to which severely hardicapped
individuals successfully demonstrate generalized behavior will
be the cettent of our success in meeting these objectives.

.111.! 41 tivitteN of the Washington Research tkganization are
designed to meet these objectives and are organized around four
III.1101 activity categories 1"lasksj: descriptive and laboratory
resean h. reseanii in natural educational settings. evaluation.
and I fainnunication. These tasks will be supported by the
t c $i the Alit !miry Conimittee and by project management. This
A% OA It'W ds. rilies the activities of 11W1t4f. basic concepts III

Ltilieratization rseaich. arid Our four different apprgtaches to 11w
itifibltTIS en( mustered by :linty. Richard. and Jody.

Reseamh in Generalization

an generalization constipates the major activity of the
histaot These ai tivities are divided into two categories.
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/1**4 11p)1%1' 411i) 0110;111441 LiborsitiefV IT.S.'sk 1) 111141

Rtseillt ft 111 Natural Settings- (Task 21. Task I at tivitieee are
de-signed to identify met ise satiable% that affect generalization
and to test spree die strategies under tight experimental control
I feet will he itifIdtit tett primarily during the first two sitars.
these studies are designed to provide the backgrounti informa-
tion needed so efesperatelv in our iimierstantling of generalize.,
titm

Cask 2 research will investigate the effects of intetventitais iu
Hamra' educational settings. hi the fourth Isruiect year. Task 2
10S141.1 Ii 41 tivities will include investigations of the elficat.y of

tieveloped for practitioners from Milt) researi.h.
The guidelines will define how procttdures are to 1w applied in
///tureil settings 'these investigations will seek l) determine how
aleph mg they guidelines affects the generalization demonstrated
it% se% erely hantlitapiwd individuals. and also how guidelines
might Ise impfeweel lox more au:in-ate anti effective implementa-
rem

We are fortunate to have established cooperative arrangemenb
with three heal se Into) districts to provide the settings and
sideee is for Ma research. These three local educational agencies
are 14.1t Washington Schnoi District No. 414, Northshore School

strni No. 417, Aid Issaquah School District No. 411. Personnel
from these districts will work closely with the Senior Investiga .
tors. providing the first contact with parents. guardians, and
tem hers and arranging for mean% settings.

Representatives of the districts will meet with 1.1WRO staff es
members of tint Direct Service Consortium. Ralph Bohannon.
Dom for of Special Services for Lake Washington. is an experi-
elf( ed researt her and has cooperated in previous University of
Washington neaten h prniects. This large district is also repre-
sented h> Nantv Wilson. Principal of the Gordon Hauck Ceister,
Ruth Haves, Special Education Administrator: and Joyce
Vami Morn, Technii al Specialist. Fred Row, Director of
Spec i.d Lath anon. and Anne Ronne, Principal of the C. 0.
Ceiettsou Se hued, represent Northshore Abby Adisms. Director
ea ttifiq ,al Education, represents Issaquah. joining the represen-
tato es of the toopttrating districts is Greg kirsch. Director of
',pee tat blue atniti in the Office of the Superintedent of Public

t lit fur Wa011tIgtta State.

ti ill .41*.1) 1111T onducted in the Experimental Education
1111'i td the Child l)evelopment and Mental Retardation

Lewes lea ated in the I Yniversity Affiliated Facility at the
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reiversity of Washington. Karen Morris is the principal of the
which currently serves severely handicapped pupils from

seven surrounding school districts. Pupils are placed at the EMI
when administrators, parents. and teachers determine they
would be better served at the EEU rather than in their local
programs All of to pupils live with parents. guardians. or in
group homes away from school. The EEU is in session all twelve
months of the year. which will permit tliAiR0 to conduct
resean:h during the summer.

Evaluation

Each of the ohiectives is a necessary step in achieving our
mission Evaluation of our progress in meeting the objectives is
an ongoing process and constitutes Task 3 of the institute. Three
general classifk:ations of data will be collected for overall insti-
tute evaluatlint: intervention. formative. and summative.

intervention data. which will seise as the primary basis for
evatution. are measures of the actual performance of the subjects
during instruction and in nontraining settings. collected during
the research activities. ItWitti is conducting a wide raw of
arefuliv designed studies in an attempt to identify and develop

procedonn which will help severely handicapped persons to
generalize and effectively use the skills they learn. The data
collected on the performance of severely handicapped pupils
during the research studies will be analyzed by a variety of
pneedures. including visual inspection of graphed data. fiend
analyses, mid time series analyses fur repeated mearurement of
single sultan ts. Analyses of group data will utilize correlational
and standard tests of statistical significance. Standard analytic
prat bees will determine if an intervention has an effect an
soinect performance. and the extent ri such effects. Data will
also he compared to the performance of students participating in
die long term study of educational environments. described in
the first section of Chapter 3.

Stone lollies will begin in very special settings where the
greatest c ontrol conclitinns can he exerted. It should be
noted, however, that all research studies include specific time
lines for moving into applied settings schools, homes. and the
. ointment% and evaluating the impact of findings in the "real
with, Eal.ft hue of study is desip,mol to culminate in a material
!ocelot I. skii 11 as a manual or set of materisls. which describes
es.0 ti% how the parent. teacher. or other practitioner can use

3 12



I 'WM i's findings to tat addle skill generalization. Since things
t tie h are possible are nut necessenly WM fit efficient. cost
studies will he undertaken to evaluate the time. energy. and
resources required for implementing the procedures recom-
neseled lw I 'MAO. If necessary. recommended procederes will
be modified and retested to make them more easily understood
.acct i eplemented within the typical applied setting.

Scar researt h designs disregard the fact that statistically signifi-
tent effects obtained in controlled studies may not have any
prat feul value in normal situations. Therefore, the evaluation of

. the I ,WRO will rest very heavily on demonstrating that its work
is at malty having an impact on the lives of severely handi-
capped persons. not in special laboratories or experimental
programs. but in their regular classrooms. homes, and places of
work

'Die purpose of formative evaluation is to demonstrate them at

that restart and communication activities contribute tr .e
developer Bret of 1.,WRO's research and attainment of our e rail
ii,:ssion. Formative evaluation will incorporate data and
1,es, rip! .,,s :'e cementing existing research and demonstration
larva eels, r...ieweti. applications and adaptations of existing
pea and research activities utilizing existing procedures.
Pronia ts which result from UWRO's contacts with other insti-
tutes and agencies will he reported. Any products disseminated
as a result of either individual studies within UWRt) or through
I oritdr.t and collaboration with researchers outside UWRO will
aisle be documented.

Siiiiimative evaluation contributes to assessment of the lasting
impact of 11WRO's various activities. We will collect and
meals-et, data on the extent to which UWRO's research and
intervention pits endures and materials are adopted by local

agencies. (2) evdence of the quality of research
skills acquired by EIWRO Research Assistants. (3) evideru:e of
fist savings resulting from implementation of t/WRO-developed

prat edures, (4) the adoption of UWRO-developed weedier?* in
teal her prepardtion and inservice training courses. (5) changes
to Reer interai turns resulting from I /WRt) research and interven-
tem pros .411111N *owl pnalucts. and (6) the overall attainment of
IWRO's goals These data will be disseminated to the other

nodalitys arid researchers in the field on an annual basis, for
their information and to stimulate interaction with LYWRO. This
lila iimentation also will serve as evidence of any -ripple
difet is produced by 1.7WRO efforts,

13
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Finally. the overall impact of t TWRO's efforts must he measured
in terms of how much generalization is facilitated. This will be
evaluated by conducting extensive inservice training seminars
for teachers. 'events, administrators, and other training proles-
sionals, and determining. throw* follow -up evaluation. the
extent to which the participants adopted the procedures and
whether there was any demonstrable beneficial impact on the
lives of their children or clients by increasing the nature or
extent of generalization from "pre-UWRO" levels. That will
represent the most meaningful evaluation of LIWRffs success.

Conimunication

Communicatien Aunt owing studies, training, and dissemina-
tion of procedures and products derived from our research is an
important component of the t/WRO mission. Cooperation with
other researchers exploring issues related to skill generalization
is the neser.sary first step in maximizing the potential benefits of
WRO activities. We will be working closely with the three

other Institutes for Research in Education of theSeverely Handi-
capped.

Two of these institutes will lotus on methods of facilitating inte-
gration from restricttve to least restrictive educational environ-
ments. The University of Minnesota's "Consortium Institute for
Education of Severely Handicapped Children** directed by John
Renders. and San Francisco Stele University's -California
Research institute on Transition of Severely Handicapped
Students to the Least Restrictive Environment" directed by
Wayne Sailor. will study the ways and means of integrating
severely handicapped students with their nonhandicapped
peers. Another institute will also study generalization.
"Extending Competent Performance: An Institute for the Study

Ceivetalimtion with Severely Handicapped Students" is
tinder the direction of Robert Homer at the University of Oregon.
sill( e the prof ess of integration is like.ly to involve the necessity

gnthtliV mounding in "new." integrated environments.
the witi 44 Ise h institute will relate directly to the work of the
tit hers

The four institutes are committed to maintaining active interac-
tom with me another. Researchers may assist each other by
reple .icing %Arlon% prot.tatures or interventions. f:ont.lusirnts
drawl-) dt one institute may be incorporate(' into designs for
.stiolis other institutes. We will also be able to share our.fail-

7 14



tines important information that is seldom published -- to
prevent investigation of ineffective procedures. Methodological
problems and solutions cAll be shared. preventing dupliudion of
mistakes. Under normal circumstances, new data are seen by
other resr%crchers only after they appear in a professional
enerial. Since the publication process often takes as long as two
vears, relevant data may not be available when needed. This
problem will he circumvented by monthly communication and
inter-institute meetings. We from the other three institutes will
affect the direction and content of our reseal:h. and stimulate
1 mat i Ve approaches to OUT WOTIL.

The sel ond important communication activity is training. This
ai lie itv will commence with the training of Research Assistants
by Senior Investigators. Worts will be made to employ Research
Assistants who are students enrolled in graduate programs in
Sirecial Education and related fields. These potential researchers
*I'M professionals will acquire training in those skills required to
1 [Indio t different types of research in laboratory and applied
settings. At the same time. they will acquire experience in
promoting generalizetion in educational settings. We expect
training of Research Assistants to be conducted continuously
during the project.

The results of individual studies in generalization conducted by
I IVIIRt I. as well as the results of studies conducted within other
research institutes. will be disseminated via courses taught by
Senior Investigators who are also teaching faculty at the Univer-
sity of Washington. Consultations and workshops given by
Senior investigators at other agencies, colleges. and universities
may include results to date.

During the third project year training in instructional and
curricular procedures will involve personnel from Direct
st-rvice Consortium schools. Training will be conducted by
MR() staff. The nature of the training will depend on the
requirements of the local educational agency and will focus
/hoes tly on the application of procedures in natural settings.
riescortunities for training will be extended to personnel from all

lie= al elfin atonal agencies in Washington during the fourth
t tear in cooperation with the Office of the Superintendent

of Public Instrus lion for Washington State. As information from
the -guideline" studies is collected, training content will be
modified During the fourth project year. it is expected that the
training will emphasize the guidelines for each area and prat:-
tin at methods of integrating the approaches in educational
settings

15



Framing is perhaps the most active communication process. but
it will reach only d small percentage of interested professionals.
in order to increase the potential benefits of 11WRO procedures.
technical information and the guidelines for practical applica-
tion will be disseminated through publications and direct mail-

Technical information will include precise and detailed descrip-
tions of research methodology, analytic procedures, the relation-
ship between the research conducted by UWRO and the existing
body of research information. and presentation and discussion
of the results of individual studies. Technical infatuation will
he in the form of individual articles prepared for journals. in
proceedings from the inter-institute conferences. in annual
Review of the Literature" publications. in Annie! Reports from

UWRO. in the Final Report. and in the Research Monograph to
be produced during the fourth and fifth project years. This infor-
mation will also be disseminated through discunions with
researchers at inter-institute meetings. at asthma% conferences.
and at quarterly profesaional seminars cmiducted at the Univet.
sity of Washington.

MK) will produce several publications of "best practices"
guidelines. These materials will be essemlAed for specific audi-
ences. including teachers. teacher trainers. parents. au
administrators. curriculiim specialists. and profes-
sionals. A wide variety of persons interested in the research will
receive this praet.al information, which will be disseminated
via training. presentations at conferemes. and mailing of project
products. National dissemination targets will be identified. but
persons interested in receiving project information will be able
to contact t YWRO directly and obtain any product at a small cost.

LJWRO's activities will be of little ultimate value if the results
are not available to those who need them. Communication activ-
ities will include cooperation. training, and product dissemina-
tion]

Advisory Committee

ere.ore that research will have practical application to a wide
i..irietv. of potential consumers and to provide advice from
proles%iiimil perspectives. administrators. parents. researchers
mid others met during the formulation of the 11WRO proposal.
Now meeting as the Advisory Committee, they provide advice

16



on ongoing activities and assist the pmiect in maintaining a
printir approach to the education of the severely handicapped.
The members represent the full raw of professional activities
and service delivery systems in the State of Washington.

Local educational agencies are represented by three individuals:
Cenevieve Fisher Frankenberg. Coordinator of Child Find and
Staff Development for Tacoma School District No. 10. is Chair-
Woman of the Advisory Committee. Fred Row. Director of
Special Education for Northahom School District No. 417. repre-
sents the UWRO Direct Service Consortium. Bill Tilley is the
Director of Special Education for Seattle School District No. 1.
Intermediate educational agencies are represented by Donald
Whitney. Director of Special Services for Educational Service
District No. 121. which serves 30 local education aget..cies. Judy
Schrag is the Assistant Superintendent fur the Division of
Special Services in the Office of the Washington State Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction and will be our Belson with the
state educational agency. Al Bauer represents the 40th Legisla-
tive Ihstrict in the Washington State Senate and sits on the
Rules. Ways and Means. Financial Institutions, and Local
Government Committees. Joseph Jenkins is Director of the
Experimental Education Unit and a member of the faculty of the
College of Education of the University of Washington. A noted
researcher. be will contribute information front the perspective
of a researcher and as a representative of an institution of higher
learning. Margo Thornley is Executive Director of the Wiser
Vocational Institute, which provides vocational evaluation and
training to severely handicapped individuals. She represents
other service agencies on the Advisory Committee. Kathleen
Knowlan is a student in Speech and Hearing Sciences at the
University of Washington. She has completed a B.A. in C'ommu-
nication Disorders and plans to complete a graduate program in
Clinical Speech Pathology. She is the parent of a handicapped
child. Together. these individuals will bring a wide background
of experience, a variety of perspectives. and a sincere interest in
the education of the severely handicapped to assist the Wash-
tngton Research Organization in meeting its goals.

Administration and Management

Arimmistmtive activities support the research, evaluation, and
ommumi Mimi tasks of thf! Institute General administrative

tasks relating to employment. personnel management.

17
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purchasing. budgeting, and federal reporting requirements are
tiered by this tank.

While such administrative tasks are conducted in every organi-
sation, the structure of UWRO is designed to facilitate our
unique activities. Rather than an hierarchical system where
responsibility and information flows from "top to bottom." we
have a circular structure. infonnation flow is both circular.
within the drips. and linear, to and from each circle. In addition.
most personnel will participate in Imre than one group. thus
incniasing,the nonhierarchical structure of communication.

The overall keiponsibility for UWRO activities rests with the
Principal Investigator and the Project Coordinator. but decision
making is shared by all group. Individuals will make decisions
related to activities for which they are responsible. Decisions for
group and littergroup activities will be reached by consensus.
The model for communication at UWRO is shown in the
following chart.

UWRO Organizational Wm-turn

18
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TWO
BASIC RESEARCH CONCEPTS

Skill Genets Hull=

Sometimes we want generelizatiOn to occur and other times we
do not. Fur examp's. if we are autcessful in decelerating re.

nialadeptive behaviors during training, such as spitting
and hitting. we want those behaviors to not occur in other envi-
ronments. The aim of such programs is ipmeralization of mimes-
winding. Sin Spatial conditions and circumstances surround
this kind of training. and since instants* of nsaladaptive behav-
iors may act city decrease as skill and competence increase.
very little tlINRO's research will be columned with the
generalization of "no response." Most of the thUe, as educators.
we do want generelbxstion to own. If we train training at hone,
we want to see foliating at school. Generally, the behaviors we
train may he called "skills" or "skilled behaviors." because they
provide the student with the compehum:es needed for normal
living; these will be the ones of most interest in our investile-
lions.

Broadly speaking. skill generalizaticm is appropriate responding
in the absence of prngrammed training procedures. iy
handicapped individuals are tomtit specific response* under
special conditions involving Instrwttonal developed
through experimentation. These techniques in a variety of
elements, including the events that Immediately ;secede the
response. such as verbal directions (e.g., "Get dressed." "Put on
Vialf .4113014.1. These antecedents may corm to control the
response am: are then called discriminative stimuli for
responding. The student responds when discriminative stimuli
are present. and dries not respond when they OM nut. Other
des riminative stimuli may include specific materials or objects
ff. g T-shirt, shoes) used during instruction, the setting of the
instruction the desk, the room) and the trainers involved.
instructional tex.hniques also involve events that follow one or
more responses. like praise or candy (e.g., "Yes, that's the way to
get firftstivii , or feedback cm inairfect responses (e.g.. "No. that
w v Mir other foot."). These events are called consea, Aces.
coitspipietices are usually arranged to follow the response; their
im.1 unt.nce is contingent upon the response. Contingencies are
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si histided during framing. and may vary from one (iiiiseqtionce
for each resplinse to one cinisequenixt fur several response s.

Generalization is concerned with the performance of the
response outside of training settings. When the specific events
that (*cuffed during training are not available. different stimuli
may serve to signal the response. Outside the training setting.
ontingencies for responding are different: consequences may or

may not Inflow the response. In analyzing why generalizatkm
does or does not occur, investigators have found it useful to
examine separately each of the areas where differences exist: in
stimuli. people. consequences, settings. and Over time.

When the student responds appropriately to untrained
instances. objects, or cues, "generalization -across stimuli" is
said to mx:ur. For example. instruction in putting on shoes may
have included only loafers: if the student is able to put on a
slipper. using the semi motor skills in her response. generaliza-
tion 411 MSS stimuli has occurred. In cases where generalization
does not iesur. it has been hypothesized that discrimination
training has been so successful that the student will respond
only to stimuli that are identiead to the training stimuli. When
the stimuli change. the student "recognizes" the change. and
thus does nut respond. If the student does respond to stimuli

/that are similar to the trained stimuli, then generalization has
1 es:cuffed.

Another prnbleM area in generalization appears to involve the
trainers. Often trained responses occur only in the presence of
the people who trained the response, even if the same
antecedents and consequences are involved. When the student
re spoilds appropriately to people who did not train him,
"fiftriPreilitifri011 across people" is said to occur. For example. if
the student has been taught to say. "Hi, my name is Charles,"
and is able to respond to a stranger's introduction with those
appropriate words. generalization across people has occurred.

Stilly instill' tumid situations, especially during skill acquisi-
tion. involv.., inikequeni;OS for each response. One to one cumin
item ws are unusual outside of acquisition programs. Also, the
tistiorn, es available during instruction, such as randy Or

hugs. may not tie as available after instruction muses. When the
student responds appropriately in the absence of the conse-
IIIlt Os% the training environment or to different
mailmen, ins of consequation. "generalization across (muse-

Tone es is said in fil.t.or For POOMIPIO, training procedures may
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ha% e eau tioh«ti I mirk tot each correct response. It the student
esinnels apprepriatels anti t tuition es to respond with only
iiitermittent praise. genetalieshun etc ttois consequences has
ref wrist

.Ceneratization across settings" is a broad descriptor which
ire orporates each of the types described above and generally
defines the incredible variety of changes that UMW when the
student is expected to respond in new settings. Far example.
training a pupil to identify buses by number, to enter the bus, to
pay for his fare. and to exit from a bus at his destination may all
Mt or within a classroom setting. However, the student must he
able to apply this learning to actual travel. If successful, general-
ization across settings has occurred. 11te differences between the
training setting and the actual use of city buses are so many and
so varied that this retiegory is used to describe the inflective
differences.

We ire lude another category of generalization, "generalization
«n nett time If the response continues to be performed appro-
priately after training ceases. generalization across time has
occurred This is also called "maintenenui" or "retention." but
since training has ceased, the conditions have changed (i.e..
antecedents and consequences may be different or presented
irregularly). and thus a response that maintains may be appro-
priately described as generalizathm.

So fat generalization has been described as occurring when the
framed response is performed under untrained situations.
However, the true purpose of teaching generalized responding is
to provide the individual with means of adapting to new situa-
tions. striving problems. and living in different settings. Each
ritsIgnist, should he appropriate. "Hi. my name is Charles.- may
he said perfectly in a new setting, but if it follows the stimulus.
-Put on your jacket,- it is entirely wrong.

It the tnie aim is getting along in new environments, then the
response crust also be nuidified, or physically adapted. to fit the
silting Mails instant ft% of generalization involve clumps in the
plc se tams that constitute the response. For example.
potting on a T-shirt with king sleeves requires slightly different
ph% so al movements than putting on a short-sleeved T-shirt. In
other a al.st, very different physical responses will be required to
se !nett« the same effect as that achieved by performing the
trained re..isaise Fur example. training a student to put on it
shoe at hiees the effect of covering and protecting the feet.
Potting on a pair of rubber boots achieves the same effect, but
ph% sit A1%. different responses are usually involved.
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Phis piolitents must Alma he solved if the student is to respond
M new env If011111/91N ift method of solving prob-

lms in new environments is to t manna two or more responses
that were learned separately. For example. thee student may learn
how to rise h a Weil" ibuve fa hist&
In meatier training situation. he may be taught how to stand' on a
4 hair If he were to successfully use tenth of these skills to get his
Iirtu h from a high tinsel shelf without traMing or prompting, he
would have !=olved a typical problem situation that may occur
wiwnever he is in a different environment. When decisions are
required, a respnuse adapted, ur a problem solvId. generalize-
tem involves much more than simple application of a learned
skill, it involves adaptation. UWRO investigators will study both
types atf gneralizatinn: application and adaptation.

Instructional Programming for Generalization

'fail ref ently, many people expected generalization to occur
%pi mt.stwv tils I v after training; a "passive- approach to instructing
for generalization has been common. We know now that the
-tram and hope" method does not result in much generalized
responding by the maimity of severely handicapped students.
tresia Stokes. of the University of Manitoba. and Don Baer. of
the Vitiversity of Kansas.. published a maim analysis and
%woman of resean h in generalization in 1977. This article. and
the dist ussitata it PMVOketil, had a maior impact on shaping
subsequent research in generalization. They argued that it is
teller to view generalization as an ar.live prix.eSti and to try to
devehip instructional methods that ensure that generalization
dues ix t ur

Stokes anti Baer identified methods in addition to -Train and
}lope" that hail been reported in published restran h. In "sequen-
tial modifn abort," the behavior is trained in one setting and
then. if generalization does not oumr in the next setting, training
is programmed for that setting, and so on for each setting. This is

bialK not a very practitAl solution to the problem by itself,
sue f. it V% Mad Mean that training windif have to UMW in every
....fling and each time the individual moved tom new setting.

A 'similar its !mantic whit.h Stokes and Baer feel is more prom-
-mg. regimes sm hiding many different typos of similar
attn., (stews into the training situation. By "training sufficient
e..empiars.'' the individual is thought to leant a general category
ol items or obits is to which to respond. For example. instead of
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teaching "putting on a sweater" with lust limg.sleeved-cre w-
necked SWtlittP01, V necked sweaters, short-sleeved sweaters and
so on are trained. With more varied instructional antecedents.
generalization to untrained sweaters le.. hangnails) may
occur.

An extension of this technique was classified by Stokes and Baer
dti "train loosely." in which many different antecedent events
are introduced during training. For example. instead of
prefacing each trial, "Put on your shoes." the student may hear.
"Put it on," or "It's time to go outside, shoes on," or even be
given the shoes without any verbal direction. The more
"pro ram common stimulr technique would be to f fentify
stimuli commonly found in (afferent environments and include
thmse in the training setth*.

in addition to problems associated with antecedent stimuli, it
has been hypothesized that ginteralized responding does not
occur or maintain because the consequences available in natural
settings either are not reinforcing to the individual or do not
INA.itr as frequently as they did during training. Research data
has already shown us that if a response that has been frequently
reinforced Is performed under infrequent reinforcement, that
response is likely to disappear to be extinguished. The tech-
nique "use indiscriminable contingencies" involves gradually
replacing training consequences and schedules with those avail-
able in natural settings. In this manner. naturally available
consequences aawire reinforcing powers through pairing with
programmed consequences. before training consequences are
discontinued. Similarly, the schedule of one consequence for
each response commonly used during training is gradually
replaced with a schedule of intermittent consequences, as that
the student is unable to discriminate when a response Is likely to
he reinforced and when it is not. This method is designed to
ensure that generalized responding will occur and endure with
the infrequent natural consequences available outside of
training settings.

Another method identified by Stokes and Baer is to gradually
introdiu.e the individual to "natural maintaining ca ntingen
cies." This can be achieved most easily by teaching behaviors
that are functional in nontraining settings. For example,
teaching appropriate eating behavior would introduce the child
to the contingencies that occur naturally for such behavior, such
as compliments, access to different foods, allies to eat at
restaurants, or outings with family and . The natural
consequences would then reinforce "goad eating behavior" after

18 23
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training t tsised The student is intneluced to natural 'Anise-
Aittellt es tr teaching her si response that will he naturally rein-
tort ed in Minna' settings.

Another let hnique that has been used to "train to generalize
seems to be at odds with most established instructional methods
dins ted at acquisition. In this method, consequetion occurs
only for generalized responding. in such situations. the learner
would not he reinforced fur learning a new skill. but only for
using it appropriately outside of training situations.

A tonal category of resean.h involves processes that Stokes and
titter identified as "mediate generalizatiim." Teaching the indi-
vidual new methods of thinking and acting at to use cognitive
strategies is an example of teaching "mediated generalization"
skills. rather than directing programming at generalization of
stmt ificskaled responses.

E.41 ti inethlei shows some promise but to data no approach has
demonstrated consistently good effects in controlled settings.
41111 Mile reshot h has been conducted in classrooms and homes
with teachers and parents implementing the procedures. Our
rescan.h will seek to extend and develop these and other
approaches to the problem. using the methodology discussed in
the nest set 1101).

Methodology

Subjects and *Mims

is will he students attending the Experimental Educa-
tion tint anti schools of the Direct Service Consmtium who
meet len.ul. Ntdte. and federal c Itiltetifitelfing as severely bandi-
t apnea. profoundly handicapped. severely behaviorally disor-
dered. autistic. childhood sc hizophrenic. deaf-blind. or multiply
haielie aping!. In order to facilitate the identifhAtion of subjects
w bile respecting the Nights of Human Subjects Guidelines, these
&sou is will write biters to palmists of students explaining the
reNfMrCh Parents or guardians will he given the opportunity to
ohnitarily consent to their child's participation in a specific
..tiel% Teem tiers of students for whom consent is obtained may
.110$ 1011411U teak. in research studies.

Suit e are investigating skill generalization. ineseuirement of
genet-ail/at ton will of cur in a wide variety of natural educational
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settings, sac lading classroom, si hied. borne. community, and
vie.atemel iniviriminents Some studies will involve subiecis
...forking directly with a researcher in a separate roam or in a pert
of the training or classroom setting. Results of research in such
itntmlleil settings will be applied to more normal settings.

When this occurs. the raining is called en "applied setting."
Other studies will involve students working individually or in a
group with their regular classroom teacher. Studies in nonschool
environments will involve parents, supervisors. peers. neigh-
bors, or others who illtPreit t with the suteect during normal daily
routines.

Subject Iteopanges

In each study. the performance of the student will be measured.
Such measurements are used to determine the effects of different
types of training, the effects of changing trainers. and the effects

hanging settings. Performance data will provide the informs-
tem we need to better understand the phenomenon of seneral-
!ration and practical methods of achieving it for many different
individuals and many different skills.

.1.ht4 selection of skills or behaviors to be measured will be deter-
mined by methodological factors. but will also involve educe-
tumid considerations of functitmality and age - appropriateness.
increasing emphasis is being placed on teaching severely handi-
capped individuals functional and age-app propriate skills. It
may be appropriate to teach playing with blocks to a preschool
child as a leisure skill, but bowling is a far more ow-appropriate
leisure skiff fur a teenager. This concept also extends to the
selection of instructional materials. While beads and blocks may
be appropriate materials to teach a youngster to discriminate
°birds by shape. spoons and forks are more appropriate for
oce hang the same skill to a teenager. Furthermore, rather than
teaching skills with limited use in most daily environments (i.e..
making holiday ornaments), t-achers are now concentrating
Hearn! taint in antes mom relevant to daily living and Voc.atinnal

ess and ones which introduce the pupil to natural main-
taining contingencies.

Some art our research will involve collecting data on behaviors
linefeed on IFPs, but other factors must be considered. For
esample. generalifetion might better be achieved for the group
of dressing skills if training included practice with a wide
variety of different types of clothing items (e.g.. sweaters trained..
ardigaris. pullovers. zipback sweaters. v-necked sweaters etc.).
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than with moth:tett practice an items of ii single type (crew-
fel keel sweaters(. Coriviiree ly. mineralization may be hindered
for the t lass (4 'weaning behaviors by training in a wide variety
of items, but facilitated by teaching the stielent to check his own
appearance. In some studies.' therefore. grooming might be
selected, while in others. dressing. It!; information *bout
generalization ac cumulates. factors such as these may influence
these lei lion of student responses for study.

In the selection of sable ct responses it is net essary. especially in
the early stages of reseenh, to make sure that any observed
hangrs are the result of the intervention being tested. The

rose ari her may need to ensure that experimental instruction is
the. (Ink training affecting the performance of the subject. rids
control is very difficult to iv hieve if common functional Skills
are selet net How can the researcher who selects dressing *ills

a
eh sun. that insthiction is not being conducted in the hodie or

school. even incidentally? In order to eliminate such:effects,
tasks which are relevant only to the study rney'he selected. Effec-
tive strategies silentifed by studies measuring artificial expel.
est it responses will be applied to functional tasks later

Measurement of Geirwallealkin

nte hasit concerns 44 the collection of data MI generalization
inc intl.,. in addition to standard research umuerus of reliability
and validity. the scheduling of generalization -probes- or
sneasur-... the.irequency of measurement. and the quality of the
iirnerctliteil resit:111SP. In most published resean:h, generalization
is measured ;i one or more -probes" or "tests" following the
tom fusion of training or after the sublet:t has met a predefined
I riterion performance level (m the trained skill. These data can
provide us with evidence that generalization did or did not
eeec or However, if meastued "after" only, we really can't deter.
miser when generalization began or compam perhwmanim with
preintert ention

Measuring generalization both before and after pnwides infon
manon mi the net 11111144 t of the training. but leaves other impor-
cult questions unanswered. Does generalization begin to occur
gradually. paralleling acquisition of the skill. Or only as some
level of mastery is reached? f)o different methods of teaching
gerierati,eit responding pronmte generalization earlier than
others" Does generalization occur soon after training begins or
tails toward the end of training? With such informatem, we can
begin fir understand the relationship between skill acquisition,
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Mien( , .builiiiiig, appleation. and 'Adaptation. These questions
can only be answered by measuring generalization during
training and repeatedly over time. as UWRO will do. Repeated
measures or-opportunities to perform the generalized response
will provide information on the progress of generalization as an
ongoing. active process. rather than as a single spun
event. Not only will data be collected at different times in re
taint to an intervention, but multiple probes will be scheduled
each time.

Repeated measures of generalization will also provide inforina-
tern on another aspect of generalization, one that has received
little attention -- "training savings." An indiVidual who has been
successfully instructed in k.ne skill may learn another skill very
quickly as a result of the previous instruction. For example, a
student may complete all of the steps required to boil an egg
accurately (i.e.. without breakage or overcooking) and fluently

e.. in the time it takes an average adult to boil an egg) in seven
training sessions of 15 minutes each. Following egg training, the
student may need only one session to master broccoli cookery.
This may be compared with another student who was taught to
boil broccoli without egg training, and who took eight sessions
to achieve the level of mastery the first student.achieved in one.
This "savings" of time spent in instruction is another important
dimension in building generalization skills and is of practical
signifitance to educators.

!Measures of generalization often include only "yes/no" data on
whether generalization occurs and/or a statement of the accuracy
of performance (e.g.. "en% correct"). These factors alone are
probably insufficient for a thorough understanding of the quality
of the generalized response. We know that the "time" of the
response. expressed as either rate, latency, or duration, is
required in addition to accuracy data in order to understand how
%evereiv handicapped individuals acquire and build fluency in
%kills. The length of "waiting" time before responding (i.e..
Were v). Ow rate of responding. and the duration of the response
,Nll eau ti provide, important information cm the quality of the
le Inns,.

A good example of the importance of the temporal quality of
generalization is dressing. If a child is taught to dress herself
a' Lundell; and to finish within 10 minutes during training, it is
important to know not only whether or not dressing occurs at

yes. no data). how many items of clothing err. put on
o carrel fly (..e, accuracy data). but also how long it takes her (i.e..
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fluent v data! Presumehly the 10-minute training criterion is set
to allots the child tot Impiety dressing within a time limit that is
functional fur her home environment (e.g.. a morning schedule
which does not allow for more than 10 minutes dressing). Thus,
if training in dressing produces accurate and speedy dressing in
the home. the training may be regarded as entirely successful.
However. what is the quality of generalization if the child
dresses accurately. but takes 35 minutes to do so? Obviodsly. the
significance of the generalization achieved is less than in the
former c ase Thirty-five minute dressing may even have more
serious consequences for behavior maintenance. The' parents.
anxious to stir the child dressed and breakfasted before the
school bus arrives. may decide to 'help- the child dress or even
dress her themselves. Ower time, the opportunity to dress is
withdrawn and we would expect that the skill of dressing may
even be lost. In order to me asurs all of the important dimensions
us generalized responding. UWRO researchers will milers yes/
110. act uracy. and fluency data as measures of skill generalize -
tic in

Procedures for Descripilve Studies

WHO's research activities will begin with studies designed to
!amide additional information about variables aimed),

such as the stimuli, contingencies. consequences, settings.
mid f.nnititions in environnamts where generalized responding
is desirable Descriptive studies will also include examination of
other variables that may affect skill generalization. such as the

hesitating of instrin time or the learning characteristics of the
'richt 'dual

l'he c one( thin of descriptive data will involve three different
types of illlitIVSPS. Analyses of data collected previously may be
used to generate hypotheses, since it is unlikely that the experi-
menter's bias could affect the data. Similarly, analyses of
published research using statistical suncnaries across studies
and discriminate analysis techniques may provide additional
inforniation. nem riptive studies will also include data collet:-
tom in ethic at iffildi settings. without any intervention.

Procedures fur Intel vitiation Studies

I Mkt .i's Intrrvention studies include both controlled lahora rye

studies and investigations in applied settings. The interven .on
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reseal ti will wai,.e two distinct methodological approaches in
investigating generalization in severely handicapped individ-
uals: -single subject" and "group" designs, In each method-
ology, our interest is in determining the effects of various inter-
ventions on generalization of the subjects involved in the study.

Single subject research designs include repeated measurement
td the target behavior. and thus provide information on the
process of change of the behavior. Data are collected on the
target behavior over a period of time before an intervention is
introduced. The effect of the intervention is determined by
comparing performance before. during, and after the interven-
tion. The relative strength of an intervention is tested by with-
drawing the intervention and analyzing any changes. If the inter-
vention cannot be withdrawn. as when an intervention has
taught a new way of responding, the intervention Is imple-
mented with other behaviors and with other subjects. The data
collected on each subject are studied Individually and analyzed
to determine the process of change involved. Replicating the
studies will provide information on the generality of the results.

In group designs. subjects are selected to be representative of a
large population and then randomly divided into two or more
groups. Sometimes a measure of performance of the target
behavior is used as a pre-measure or pre-teet. One group is
chosen as the control group and another as the intervention
group. There may be several different types of interventions
tested. but usually only une per experimental group. Following
the intervention. a post-test or measure of performance is taken.
The effects of the intervention are determined by comparing the
performance of the experimental group with that of the control
group. The data on each group are studied as a single unit to
determine the product or net effect of the intervention. The
performance of a single individual is impotent only as an indi-
cation of individual differences within the group. Inferences and
results obtained by studing a group may lead to information
about how procedures may be likely to affect the population
from which the group was originally drawn.
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THREE
UWRO'S APPROACHES TO

GENERALIZATION

11WRO's research will involve four different but interrelated
lines of inquiry to approach the fundamental questions about
heneralization: Why do some students generalize and others nit?
What can we educators do to see that all Animate are able to
generalize? These approaches are distinguished by their basic
assumptions and by the types of the intervention strategies
investippoted. The four approaches to these questions me:

(1) an "ecigogical" approach to describing and then
changing conditions within the educatipnal environ-
ment;

(2) a "performance pattern" approach to 417 and
matching individual learning charachwistics mid
instructkmal techniques;

13) a "seN-control" approach to teething severely handi-
capped individuals to manage their own behavior.
and

(4) "secondery/post-secmidary transition" investiga-
tions an teaching strategies to improve generaliza-
tion in the transition from school to community and
work enviniimmeds.

The time lines for the research activities of the Institute
generally from descriptive studies and fishily controlletmd labors-
tiny intervention studies to intervention studies in natural envi-
ronments. The longitudinal descriptive study of existing condi-
tions in training and nontraining settings will continue
throughout the project. The hypotheses of the studies designed
to intervene in existing ecological conditions are. of all of the
areas. most firmly rooted in existing research. Therefor% inter-
vention studies will begin initially in applied settings (e.g..
public school classrooms).

The performance pattern research will begin with descriptive
studies involving analyses of existing data sets. and then
proceed to the collection of descriptive data in public school
classrooms. The descriptive information will be used to deter-
mine a set of experimental data decision rules for matching
specific instnictional methods to individual performance which
will be tested in intervention studies in applied settings during
the third and fourth project years.

30
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Without existing data WS or even very much applicable litera-
ture. studies in 50114:Putrid will begin with tightly controlled
intervention studies under laboratory editions. Each self-
((introl skill will be investigated in the le toy before Inter-
vention research begins in applied settings.

Studies in seconclaryipost-secmidary transition will investigate
strategies for fading cues. reinforces. and contingencies. This
research area also has few precedents and very little applicable
literature. Strategies will be investigated in natural settings.
including a local vocational technical institute and job place-
ment sites in the community.

During the fourth year of the planned research, guidelines for the
application of each method of facilitating skill generalization
will be tested in natural settings. According to the contract plan.
the research activities of the Institute will be concluded by the
first part of the fifth project year. Our final activities will empha-
size dissemination of the research findings. The background.
design. expected results, and first-year's findings of each of these
approaches will be discussed in this chapter.

Studios in Ecological Variables

While 'educators frequently lament the failure of pupils with
sevens learning handicaps to generalize, research has suggested a
variety. of instructional strategies which could potentially be
applied in educational programs to increase the probability of
ghtainine generalization. Broad categories of modifying instruc-
tion for generalization were discussed in the preceding chapter.
floweve.r. the degree to which these practices have been incorpo-
rated into education is unknown, as are factors in educational
uttsng S that may limit the effectiveness of these strategies. We
will use the word **ecology" to refer to the total of all observable
factor, and conditions which comprise the educational setting.
Tlw purpose of research in this area is to explore the current
elfin miniml ecology of severely handicapped pupils and
selec!ed ways in which ecological conditions might be modified
to enhance generalization.

FA stingy studies will begin with a four-year descriptive study.
The longitudinal descriptive study will serve two purposes. The
data cell lei tel will be used as a general baseline for all of LIWRO
reseal h. to letermine the extent to which our procedures are
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arkapted. as a hands fin cost comparisons, and as a general in dica-
flint es( the lewd of generalised responding with and without
UWRO procedures. However, the primly purpose to to exPloto
a variety of the factors in educational enthuse that may influence
generalization. Factors so identified will be investigated in a
series of intervention studies.

Dee* of Longitudinal Daeariptive Study

This four-year study will explore fivimajor issues:
) The nature and number of pupil goals and objectives

that include the intent to promote generalization or
include behaviors require generalization in order to
he of functional value.

12) The extent t a performance data indicate
annuitant of vas related to generalise-

(3) The degree to which fennel istritctitnial program-
ming is designed to facilitate geninaltsation, the
nature of promunsming provided, and the taken to
which infernal practices we employed which seem
likely to ;womb generalisation.

14) The degree to which generaKedion occurs as a result
of brutal or informal iwegnueming.

51 General ecologiad condftions which might facilitate
genandiznion.

Ecological conditions while may be examined Include the
number of managms administerhm kffnal or informal programa
throughout the day. the number of intraschool envirotunenha in
which programming occurs, the percent of the school day in

unity envinminents, the degree of Interaction or oppartu-
oify for Interaction with nonhandicapped or with lesser handi-
capped peers, and the number of school/community cooperative
programs administered following school hours leg., programs
administered by permits). Other amditimas may be identified
through obstevation end factcw analysis.

The descriptive study will include two types of activities. First.
a review of existing records (e.g.. IEFtr, formative date. and
lesson plans) for the original sample of approsinumily 25
severely handicapped pupils selected from Direct Service
Consortium schools will be undertaken to collect intonation an
objectives and educational plans. Second, intenriews with
teachers. parents. and/or tehor caregivers, as well as date collec-
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tem in c Idssruwns and other environments by members of the
protect stall, will be necessary to gather information related to
current conditions, implementation of procedures, and pupil
perfintimix.e.

Selected members of the original pupil sample will be followed
up each year for three additional years in order that a linvitu-
dinal record may be developed of generalized skills as they are
acquired. This study will also record the charging nature of
conditions to which pupils are exposed over time. In addition.
new pupils will be selected and added to the sample each year,
with similar information collected on each.

Analytic techniques applied to the data will be primarily
descriptive and exploratory in nature. Ultimately. the results
will be of value in determining which currently employed
instructional strategies have a high probatility of success.
whether certain skills are mom likely than others ft) generalize in
the absence of formal programming for genendization, and the
basic conditions within community. home, and wink environ-
ments which should be considered when designing. imple-
ment's% and evaluating prowenss to facilitate genandlantion for
severely handicapped persons. The data collected will be used
in the olfaction of ecological intervention studies and in the
selection of variables and methodologies for Ohm. MIRO inves-
tigations.

Design of Intervention Studies

The second set of ecological investigations will study interac-
tions between factors identified in the descriptive study and the
effect of changing one or more of the existing conditions on the
occurrence. quality, and quantity ci generalized respondiug.
Factors that are likely to be studied include pupil reepcmse vari-
ables. general task and setting variabkis, stimulus variables.
response demands, and reinforcement vatiables as they pertain
to the development of generalizatkm.

Although it is impossible to predict all factors that will be inves-
tigated, previous studies have identified likely areas. Past
research leads us to believe that when wumralization does not
occur, the individual may have previously acquired a behavior
that achieves the same outcome as the behavior you am training.
This behavior may compete with the trained behavior in the crit-
ical effect of a response. For example. tantrumnimg to be fed
may compete with feeding oneself or asking for food, if each gets
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the same results. At least one study will be conducted to investi-
gate methods of identifying and managing undesirable
competing behaviors and assessing the impact of the interven-
lions on generalization of more desirable responses.

Another intervention study will examine the relationship of
generalization to the scheduling of instructional trials. Instruc-
tional opportunities, or trials, are frequently grouped into a
single block. with one trial immediately following the next. For
example. 10 or 15 trials of "buttoning" instruction might be
presented daily from 10:00 to 10:30 a.m. An alternative to this
practice would be to provide buttoning instruction at times

. when a natural need exists to button one's clothing (84.. upon
getting up in the morning, before going wish's. after gym, or
after 'using the toilet). This method for scheduling instruction
would result in the provision of trials spaced or naturally
distributed throughout the day.

Scheduling instruction at the times when the target behavior
would occur in natural environments could prove beneficial for
several reasons: 1) It would increase the similarity between die
instructional situation and the conditions in which generalized
responding is desired. (2) It might increase the likelihood that
unprogrammed reinforcers would be available in the natural,
generalized setting. (3) It may avoid problems often noted with
severely bandit... students. like "poor attention spans."
fatigue. and ref satiation. This series of investigations
will provide data on the relative impact of different trial sched-
uling formats on mineralization.

The methodology of the intervention studies will be single
subject designs replicated Wan submits. Repeated measure-
ments of the accuracy and either the rate,. duration, or latency of
performance of the sub its during the instructional sessions
and in the generalization setting will serve as the primary inde-
pendent variable. in cases where training occurs In the "natural
environment," generalization will be measured in different but
similar settings. Analytic techniques will include visual inspec-
tion of graphed data. time-series statistical techniques. and an
uverall statistical summary of performance for comparison
between studies and with the data collected in the longitudinal
descriptive study.
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Expected Outcast= and Products

The studies in this area should result in the chwelopment of a
"best practices" manual. incorporating at least five areas:

it guAdines which identify current best practices
existing in public school settings will result from the
descriptive studies.

(2) guidelines for identifying competing behaviors and
methods for counteracting their tifects in
mu:training envirmtments.

131 guidelines far how to schedule instructknial trials
and learning opportunities for different dosses of
skills.

(4) guidelines for bow to (a) identify crithni *denims in
the -natural" inViftililleilt and (b) introduce those
elements in the training environment, and

(5) other possible guidelines may be devekrped
depending en information from the descriptive
studies and the nature and results of the interventionViand

Suesseary at ?Wino" Menge

Five descriptive studhos cd the ecological conditions al educa.
tional settings were initiated during the first project year. Two to
four research amistants with I. ri,..11x Billingsley on the
lon l which weregitudinal ecologica conducted with
subjects from two local school districts. Far more infor-
mation on these studies. see Billingsley, F.. Berman. A., a
Opaiski. C (1953).

The general *munch of this investigation was to measure,
thr3ugh direct observathm. surveys. interviews, andior record
reviews. selected variables within the educational .. . , 01
severely handicapped pupils. Those masunnatents were
employed to determine the match between existing condition,
and those conditions which out to exist if the ntciples
outlined by Stokes and Beer (1977) were generally

Study I: Generalized= In Mrs. The first study was undertaken
to determine whether teach= indicated the intent to promote
generalization across situatims or persons in lEP objectives, and
whether the objectives were at such a nature that skill parfor.
mance was likely to urve adaptive value. Bass for the previous
and current sthool years were reviewed.
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Perhaps the most dramatic findings were related to the varia-
bility in total number of objectives included on IEPs and the very
small percentages of objectives which specified generalization
intent. The total number of objectives included on IEPs varied
from 2 to 26. with a median of about 10.5. For at least someichil-
dren. therefore. the number of skills being taught which could
even potentially be generalized was quite low.

In both sites, the number of objectives in which generalization
intent was specified was negligible. Overall. 7% or less of the
coded objectives specified "moralization intent. If IEP objectives
accurately indicate desired instructional outcomes, then it must
be concluded that generalized skill pmf mm.. was not a high
priority with the members of the educational team responsible
for writing the IEPs reviewed.

Combining sites, 66% of objectives coded from last year's IEPs
were considered functional, as were 6596 of the objectives from

the current year's IEPs. There is no empirical basis upon which

to determine whether percentages in the mid-ties are to be
commended or criticized. If, however. these data iodic:ate that
approximately orusthird of the objectivm possessed minimal
adaptive value and were unlikely to generate reinforvers in

nontraining settings. then it may be that teachers are spending
comiderable time teaching beheviors which have relatively low
probability of generalization and. therefore, minimal utility to
the learner.

Study II: Parent ratings of objectives and studied opportunity to
generalize skills to hems. The next objectives of the project were

to.
t. Determine the opportunities available to utilizr

instructed skills in home environments. since oppor-
tunities to perform are necessary in order for general-
ization to occur. Furthermore. we would expect
instruction to be aimed at skills which the student
will in fact have an opportunity to use.
Determine if skills were appropriately or inappropri-
ately performed in the home. since generalizAtirm
could not be said to have occurred if the skill is
performed appropriately in the classroom but not
elsewhere. In addition. if a skill is already performed
appropriately in the home, the value of further
instruction is questionable.

3 Determine if parents were providing training in the
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home. to site if such training or the lack thereof has
An effect on generalirmi performance.

On the whole. the parents felt that IEP objectives clearly stated
the required behaviors. They also indicated that they considered
the vast mean* flittfej of the behaviors taught to be functional.
Parents at both sites indicated that, outside of school, their chil-
dren had the opportunity to perform only idightly over 80% of
the behaviors included in this or last year's IEP objectives.

Regarding appropriate performance of behaviors outside of
ss:hool. parents indicated that approxbnately 50% of LEP behav-
iors did occur at appropriate times. in other weeds, about hall of
the behaviors targeted for instruction in school were said to be
ors:erring in nenschool settings. This is. of course, good news in
the sense that generalized performance of skills seems to be
occurring at a level which is likely to have a meaningful impact
on the lives of the pupils. ft Is me such goad news, however. in
the sense that a number of skills on which instruction was in-
progress, *powered to have already been acquired by the
subjects.

Relatively few behaviors were noted to occur at
times within nontraining settings. However. over . . ,. ot
the parents of subjects at one of the sites inthcated that behaviors
included in last yeer's objectives occurred at Inappropriate
times.

Parents reported home training for 57% of last year's objectives,
and for 54% oi this year's objectives. This is an encouraging
finding which is generally consistent with principles for
development of generalized responding* hawever, the frequency
and precise nature of the home training is unknown.

It was found that 55% of the behaviors which parents indicated
were being performed appropriately were also being trained, at
least to some extent, at home. This degree of concordance tends
to support the possible value of sequential modification and
underscores the importance of parent involvement in the educit-
timid process.

Study fil: Access to wetting and nienegen changes. We have
hypothesized that more and frequent changes in settings and
managers will promote more generalization. Therefore.
following the record review and survey efforts, an observational
study was undertaken to examine:
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the frequency with which subjects encounter new
menages (1.0., ts achers. aides, thorned*, etc.),

2. 'h. frequency with which sublects accessed new
settings,

3. the "Mint of time sects spent in unsupervised
activity.

4. the is amount of time subjects spent with any
one manellar. and

5. the largest emoted of time subjects spent in any
single setting.

The data indinde that the percent of time sublecte spent In a
mails setting ranged from 32% to WM, with a median of *PPrea-
Widely 110%. ft may also be noted, however, that within arntielis,
subjects spent telatively meal percenesges of their time with any
one mow (about 30% on the average), and they gssamlly
were under some supervision or direction rather than simply
Wog left alone. Average perantages of tagneviand time were
greater than 70%. with a high of WM. The hogruncy with which
pupils encountered new managers and accessed new settings
was considered impreeeive by the project stiff.

The rases 'tempo that pupils encountered a considerable
variety of managere during the school day and dug aroma of
time spent with any one mew were within reeennable limits.
The balance betweee® amounts of supervised and unsupervised
time welly impaired acceptable; however, one subject did
speed were than 50% of the observation period in unsupervised.
undirected activity. The conditions senned favorable, on the
whole. to the therelopment of generalized respoming *cross
persons. On the other band. it was found that, altar** rela-
tively law numbers of settings were acceased, large portions of
bablect time were spent in a single setting (approximately two-
thirds of the time, on the average).

Study IV: Pew bdersigirs. hteractitm between severely handi-
capped students and !bah. peers is another ecoksical factor
which may have an effect on skill gencealkation. When interac-
tion does not occur. annentllocation (particukaly of social and
communication skills) might suffer. This study had two objec-
tives. The first objective was to obtain an estimate of the amount
of time during the school day in which subjects bad the (worm-
pity to interact with nonhandicapped or lesser handicapped
peers. The second objective, derived from observations that
sprmtaneous interactions between severely handicapped and
lesser or nonhandicapped peers are infrequent in the absence of
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educational programming. was to determine whether managers
prompt or reinforce interactions when opportunities for interac-
ted' exist.

The data indicate that the amount of time available for interim-
tams in or out of school was highly variable and low. with
medians ranging from 0% to 21%. Only 4 of the 10 subjects
participated in community activities which provided opportuni-
ties for interaction. and the time spent in such activities was
small (0.25 to 4.0 hours per welA)- Types of in-school activities
with interaction opportunities included music. physical odium-
tion. swimming. recess, and assemblies. while opportunities for
interaction in the community included 'swimming and lunse-
back riding.

Despite the, dramatically low levels of interaction observed. it
was found that managwrs typically failed to provide either cues
or encouragement for interaction. Subjects were thus milk* to
interact with lesser handicapped peers and due to a lack of
educational programming were contAdered unlikely to display
increased involvement in the future.

Study V: C.raswenttias gaieraligatimi. The findings of the first
tour studies in this aeries indicated that elements of the educa-
tional ecology of subjects did not greatly favor the development
of skill generalization at [Muslims and perfume- This study
was conducted during the heel weeks of. and immediately
following. the acadinnic year to determine through direct *beer-
vation whether skills being taught to a subset of subjects did
generalize to other settings.

Several of the findings were unexpected. The most surprising.
however. was the frequency with which substantial degrees of
cross-situtstional performance {i.e.. generalization) were
observed. Cleneralized responding was noted in 8 of the 10
programs studied. For four of the migrants. correct
(occurred on WO% of the opportunities. It is j that
instruction within the school context is being an a
variety of skills which pupils not only already have in their
repertoires, but which are generalizing to other situations- This
is underscmed by the fact that impressive levels of correct
responding were noted for three of the five programs which
teachers thought were not generalizing. Subtexts scored 100%
correct on two of those programs and 110% correct on the third
program.
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Strong and sIgnificant relattonships were found between average
generalifaticiii and two manager and setting variables. The large
positive, correlation between new managers per hour and
average generalization suggests that generalization may increase
as pupils PM minter greater numbers of managers throughout the
day The substantial negative correlation between generalization
and the largest percent of time spent in any one setting indicates
that subjects who were confined to a single educational setting
ti e.. a single classroom! displayed lower levels of generalized
responding than other subiects.

Miamian. Certainly, the findings of these studies must be
considered both tentative and limited due to the small number
of schools. sebjects, teachers, and observations involved, the
strut tore of observations, and the inaccuracy which might result
from information gained from surveys rather than from direct
observation. In many cases. however, the findings were so
consistent across subjects. years. and sites as to instill a fair
degree of c.untidence in the reliability and validity of findings in
at least the participating sites. In the naming years. data collec-
tion will be extended to include not only a subset of the subjects
who participated in the present series of studies, but additional
sulsjea ts. teachers. and sites through a state-wide 113P survey. As
data accumulates. extant conditions within the educational
ecology of severely handicapped pupils should become more
clearly drfined. end critical variables more discernable.

Given caveats as indicated above, the data suggest some specific.
although tentative. implications for structuring the educational
envirimment of severely handicapped pupils in a manner which
should increase the probability of generalized skill performance:

Specify generalization intent in IEP objemtives.
Examine objectives to insure functional value.
Provide examples of relevant and irrelevant stimulus
dimensions in training.

4 torninunicate frequently with parents regarding
pupil perfonnance across settings and env iron-
mental requirements for skills being taught.
Expand cippurtterities for interaction with lesser and
nonhanclicapjesi peers in school and community
situations and. when such opportunities exist.
provide systematic encouragement.

ti Finally. provide manager and setting variation with
each school day He particularly attentive to sched-
ules fur children displaying the nice? severe intellec-
tual deficits as they may be at greatest risk for
confinement to single settings for extended periods
of tittle
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Studies in Performance Patterns

Most people agree that each pupil is an individual and that what
might work with one student may not work with another. Them
is a need to individualize not only in the selection of behaviors
to teach, but in how we teach. Individualization usually begins
with an identification of the skill areas and behaviors to be
taught. Next, detailed inventories of the pupil's skill in each area
of the curriculum are conducted to determine. for each h Ssvior
selected, the exact level or curricular' step at which inst . tint
should begin. Major pupil characteristics which might indicate
the need for a particular instructional approach are also identi-
fied. The Waling procedures which might prove most affective
with mentally retarded children. for example. might be quite
different from those which work best with the deaf-blind.
Surveys of "learning channels" and "reinforcement prefer-
mime' could also be used to help in the developmmt of specific
instructional plans. Overall, there is much that can be done to
select and develop highly individualized approa ches for
meetings pupil's needs.

For the most part, however. educators tend to think of the factors
which might determine the effectiveness of en instructional
approach as being rather fixed and unchanging. The studkint is
and always will be deaf-blind; the student is "visually oriented,"
or "prefers juice instead of huge." In reality. instructional
approaches which work quite well on one day may hinder
further learning on the next. Truly individualized instruction
will involve the continuous assesammt of daily pupil prowess
to determine exactly when and how instructhmal procedures
should to modified to keep pace with the changing needs of the
pupil.

ror the most part, however, educators tend to think of the factors
the way pupils' learning changes from day to day. Each pattern
Lan he related to specific instructketal needs. For example, there
is a surprisingly consistent relationship between a pupil's
overall fluency in performing a took and the need for additional
guidance. If a pupil is performing a task vary slowly (even if
overall accuracy is fairly good), strategies such as incremed
cues. prompts, and corrective feedback may facilitate further
progress. However, if the pupil is performing the task fairly
quickly, those same strategies may be quite ineffective. After
nr of it :mg the ineffectiveness of one strategy, teachers may need to
try three or four different approaches before finding one that
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works Of 4 MONO, 44404411 after finding one that works, the pupil's
needs change once more and the prawn of trying to find effec-
tive instruction begins all over again.

BV examining the performance characteristics of students who
were acquiring or building fluency in a skill. researchers found
certain elements of performance to be very important. These
included the student's correct rate or frequency of performance.
the accuracy of the response, the weekly rate of Warning or prog-
ress. and the variability of responding. Five constellations of
these elements ware identified as specific performance patterns.
By alialillaing those characteristics, researchers were able to
predict whether or not a specific strategy would help or hinder
the student's learning. To replace the guesswink in prognuns for
acquisition ane fluency - building. rules ware developed to help
teachers match Instructional strategies to chefting pupil needs.
Research shows dud teachers who follow the rules are able to
choose an effective rarategy tan times out of twelve.

As successful as the performance pattern rule research has been,
to date it has only looked closely at the way in which pupils
learn and master new skills in specific instructional situations.
Very little is known about the relationship between those
patterns of leaning and the chances that the new skill will
generalize to other situations. It will be the purpose of the perm,
mince pattern research at IJWRO to Investigate those same
elements to discover their relationship to generalization. We
will then try to match specific patterns with instances and
ruminstanccs of generalization. If mortuary, we may look at
other elements in responding. but we hope that the same
elements will prove predictive of generalization. We will
attempt to identify the Instructional procedures with the highest
probability of promoting inineralization. if we are successful, we
will be able to match particular types of instruction with
student's individual needs in order to facilitategeneralization.

Design of Descriptive Studies

A great deal of potentially useful in:-Irmation cluicerning the
relationship between patterns of learning and generalization
already exists. For example. a published research study, origi-
nally a owlet led to determine the usefulness of feedback in
promoting generalization. might be evaluated to look at the rela-
tionship between performance patterns and generalization.
Sunilarly. the data already being collected in many classrooms
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to monitor Minil ntlettms may yield certain clues. There are at
least t440 ei4l4andlies en Wang existing data -- it is far lanai expen-
sive and there is no chance that our expectancies of what should
happen might somehow affect what does happen. The disadvan-
tages in using existing data lie in the fact that they may not

in id'', all of the information required for the Judy (e.g.. most
researchers have expressed performances in iernis of simple
pert entages, or accuracy statements. rather than in both accu-
racy and fluency as desired for the current teitearch), and some
questions often exist concerning the reliability of the data and/or
the exact nature of the prucedures eniployhd to facilitate general-
ization. At this time some 84 research studies have been evalu-
ated. and have provided at heat some Infremation of nse to the
Perfermance Pattcns research. To/supplement those data.
however, It became necessary to begin direct tions of our
own during the second project year.

Experience in special education research has shown that valu-
able data can be obtained front scientific observation of what is
dintadv happening in the classroom before makingany changes.
During this phase of the restnuch. the protect has been inoni-
twine and document's* what is already going on and how those
activities appear to relate to generalization. Severely handi-
capped pupils with a wide range of disabilities from two
different classrooms have been included in the study. In
previous performance pattern research on skill acmilsition and
fluericy. basic pupil characteristics (i.e., type and level of
handitnp. age. sex. etc.) were not strongly related to the way in
which performance patterns predicted the success of various
instructional approaches. Nevertheless, detailed records of
pupil characteristics are being kept and evaluated to determine
whether those characteristics do relate to the usefulness of
performance pattern rules in predicting when and how general-
ihrtion might be facilitated.

Teachers volunteering for the study collect (and allow progict
staff to collect) specific information concerning daily pupil prog-
ress in a sampling of instructional programs. Concurrently.
project staff monitor each pupil in a variety of other situations to
determine if. whim. and how the pupil begins to demonstrate
new skills outside of the Instructional setting. General observa-
tional studies have provided the research staff with the informa-
tion needed to refine specific hypotheses. and have provided the
biti1y for more directive interventional studies.
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Design of Intervention Studies

During the latter part of the second projeci year. specific studies
are being conducted to clarify the relationship between
rnence patterns in an instructional situation and the li ihood
of generalization. For example. noninterventional studies
conducted earlier during the second year suggested that pupils
who achieve a specific level of fluency in the instructional
setting are more likely to generalize their skills, so a study Is
being conducted to test that relationship by bringing skills up to
a level of fluency and noting whether generalization actually
does occur. When a reasonably comprehensive set of rules has
been developed, the impact of those rules will be tested by
training new teachers in their SA-0 and evaluating the effect of
rule use on generalization. Direct intervention studies will
continue throughout the third and fourth project years.

During earlier performance pattern studies, the success of a
priigram change was judged by the immediate impact on perfor-
mance, the change produced in average weekly progress. end the
net effect of those two factors an eventual skill mastery. Those
same variables are being used to monitor the basic effectiveness
of any changes made in the instructional situation to improve
generalization, but special probes of the pupil's behavior in a
variety of other situations are also conducted to examine
generalization. Initially, the degree of ganenthis,ation at any paint
in time is being described in terms of the number and type of
imoinstructional situations in which the behavior is observed to

and the degree to which performance ctmracteristics in
the noninstructional setting approximate those observed in the
instructional situation tin terms of fluency. eccurecy. and
improvement over time).

Expected Outcomes and Products

If the proposed studies are as successful as earlier work, it
should be possible to develop a set of rules which teachers can
IMP to evaluate individual pupil performance and decide if.

when, and how they might change instructional procedures to
facilitate generalization. Rather than impose a single approach to
developing generalization. the rules would help teachers to
t hOttSff the best method, from among a variety of possible
instructional procedures, to meet the individual needs of a pupil
at a given point in tinter. With such rides, it will be possible to
truly individualize instruction to take into account each pupil's

hanging
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Iii alit item to ,t Srfit'! (tt rsart papers and monographs docu-
menting 1/w progress of individual studies, the performance
slattern resean.h should result in the creation of a brief "user's
manual" which explains how the rules can be used to facilitate
skill generalization with severely handicapped pupils. The
manual will be written in a manner which is easily understand-
able to teachers and other educational pm-thinners and will be
eiN sell-contained as passible. The manual will not assume that
the reader has any prior knowledge of the skills necessary to use
the rules. The actual usefulness of the manual will be tested on a
group of teachers toward the end of the fourth project year. The
feedback gained from that trial implementation will be used to
make modifications during the fifth and final project year.

Summary of First Year's Findings

Our first step was to review the existing literature to identify
4trestexim that had a high probability of promoting skill general-
ization. In addition. studies that presented precise individual
and repeated measures of skill gimeralizetkm were identified to
begin the process of identifying parameters of performance that
might be linked to the matching process.

The general procedures for the retrospective analysis of
published data include the developing of a form for coding infor-
mation about the studies, establishing coder reliability on the
content and format of the coding form, reading and coding arti-
cles, entry of coded information in a computer, summarization
of the date collected, and analysis. During the year, one to three
research assistants worked with Dr. Norris Haring and Dr. Owen
White on the Performanr.e Pattern Studies. For mire information
on these studies. see White. 0. R., Haring. N. G., and Miller. S. B.
I twin

Development of the coding form A "Generalization Study
Coding Form" was developed to standardize the review of each
aft le and provide a system for categorizing and evaluating
generalilation data The form is accompanied by a set of descrip-
tor% and instructions for its use.

he tiding form has been systematic-Ally revised through several
phases to improve its clarity and to ensure that the items
witnessed on the form are those which will he of most value for
Noire research Coders worked independently, with reliability

hi-4.k% taken at regular intervals. Tit date. coder reliabilities have
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been maintained at a level of RO% or better. The results of the
first year's review are sununarized below.

Behaviors studied. Most behaviors studied fell into one of six
major classifications: social, communication, vocational/prevo-
(Attune!. self-helpindeptaident-living cognitive/acadenzic
skills, and cognitive strategies. Somewhat surprisingly, 13% of
the studies investigated general cognitive strategies. while only
circa 10% of the studies inveatiosted vocational or prevorational
skills. The great majority (93%) of behaviors selected for study
were perceived by both the original investigators and the
reviewers as being of immediate functional utility to the subfact.
Training targets varied considerably in complexity, ranging from
simple one -step behaviors to 150-step tasks: most contained
fewer than ten sail:finks

General settings and conditions during iidtial Wising. Many
studies involved initial trebling within' public school settings
137%), but the must common training setting was a special labo-
rotary or room (47%). Very fewstudies conducted initial training
within the community or home (10% each). The majority of
studies (77%) employed a member of the research staff tosiasle-
meat initial skill training programs. Only 10% of the es
employed the suit's regular teacher, therapist, or counselor
during initial skill training. and only circa 7% employed the
subject's parent or guardian.

Antacids:ids and consognoncso. A wide range of instructional
cues and prompts ware used during initial skill training. Only
23% of the cues and wompts amid be considered specifically
designed to promote a form of generalized response class. More-
over, most cues were "artificial." with only three studies
employing a mixture of what might be considered "natural" and
-artificial" cues. and only a single study employing what might
be considered "all natural" cues.

Most studies employed some mixture of social consequation,
prieedures. and/or repeated trials during initial skill

development. More studies used at least a mixture of natural and
artificial consequences than was the case with cues or prompts.
but only a single study used what might be considered "all
natural" consequences during initial skill training.

Approximately two-thirds of the studies employed clintinuous
sc heduirs of consequation We.. ill during some part of initial
tr.timna One thin, of the studies did eventually employ some
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..vsteinatii method for adjusting or fading the frequency of
consequatiim. but somewhat more studies employed fixed
schedules of consequation rather than variable schedules.
Finally. only one study attempted to consequation fat least
in part) on a temporal feature of the behavior. In that study the
subject was allowed to seconds to respond before correction
poxedunts were undertaken. It would seem. therefore, that
fluency of response in most studies was not considered of suffi-
cient concern to warrant contingencies which might explicitly
fetilitate its development.

t !Mike the literature of a decade ago. the great majority (87%) of
studies were able to teach all subjects the initial training task. It
seems that skill acquisition is less of a lens than it ma was,
and that a fix:us as the development procedures which facili-
tate generalixati after initial skill acquisition is appropriete.

Generalization traditions and strategies. Virtually all of the
training strat as identified by Stokes and Baer (1977) which
might lead to were represented in the studies
reviewed. As ad by Stokes and Beer. the most commix'
"strategy" factindly. a lack of strategy) was the simple "train and
hope" nueleli A somewhat greehu proportion of the recent
literature employed "loose training." "sufficient exemplars."
and "natural maintaining contingencies" then Stokes and Baer
observed. but no studies were reviewed that employed the use of
-indiscriminable contingencies" and only two studies used
procedures which involved specific contingencies designed to
foster the development of skill variation/generalization per se.
one additional strategy. not originally mentioned by Stokes and
Baer. appears to have gained considerable popularity, "training
in the natural environment." A few studies c!ionducted compara-
tive analyses of at least two strategies, but in virtually all of those
studies the comparison Was limited to "train and hope" versus a
more formal procedure fur promoting mineralization. Very little
information is available, therefore. concerning the relative effi-
cal v of alternative strategies specifically designed to promote
gerwralization.

Assessment data Training data were provided in 87% of the
studies reviewed, but in only six of the cases was it possible to
identifv precisely how many responses were made during each
training session. The remaining studies reported data in "blocks
of sessions" or as some computed statistic. Such summaries
seriously distort the actual nature of an acquisition curve a
obviate nosaningful analysis of its relationship to eventual skill
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"favored" strategy almost always followed en attempt to
produce getteraliZatitIlk with lees favored raising the
possibility of an intervention sequence .:, . I I Overall,

. reviewers were of the opinion that only 13 (43%) of the studies
provided information useful in systematically refining an
instructional technology for promoting skill generalization with
severely handicapped parson, and many of those studies still
contained potentially serious experimental confounds. The
remaining 17 (57%) of the studies may have provided an
example of how one might facilitate skill generalization, but did
not provide sufficient information to enabhp the scientist to
refine hypotheses concerning controlling variables,or the practi-
tioner to make an interned choke among viable instructional
alternatives.

Studies in Set&CAndrod

Typical instructional procedures for skill acquisition and
fluency- building rely almost exclusively on a teacher or other
trainer acting as the Cal point. In almost every research andfor
currieulei report. the handles person Is seen as the one
whose behavior is to he raffle then the individual who
is to change bar own behavior. The emphasis is evident when
you consider that in most training programs:

The behaviors to be changed me select by ethers.
(2) The training materials and procedures are selected

by cabers.
(3) The training procedures are implemented by others.
(4) Changes in behavior caused by training are moni-

tored by others.
(5) Decisions about changes in training procedures are

made by others.
Although this instruction has been effective in teaching specific
skills, the collective effect of may yowl of such trainingmay be
to teach the handicapped individual total dependence on others
for control in each situation. Generalized responding may fail to
ticcur simply because the individual is wailing for someone to
give step-by-step instructions in what to do.

Self-control procedures offer an alternative. In self-control
training, individuals are taught how to use different techniques
to flirect their own behavior. It is may to find examples of self-
control techniques in everyday activities. One common self-
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management procedure is self-monitoring, or minting the
occurrence of one's own behavior. A parson who says, "This is
only my third cigarette =ley." is =miteringher own behavior.
We've probably all heard sonisons say. "Fm getting fat, skip
dessert" Such individuals me not Only monitoring their own
behavior, but they are making a ekcision based an the informa-
tion as well.

Another technique we use to =maga ourselves is called self-
Wantons:a; ftedft the sequence of activftles we me
performing or are to pollens. People Wag several
different tasks or a paniculerly armpits:shad task will often
audibly list. to themselves. the sequence of things trey we On!
to do. For example. urn start the tater for the noodles, then ru
cut up the mparenue, than l'il put the noodles in. sad start the
asPerigu*, and hope that they are finished cooking at the same
time." A third typical procedure is sen-relnitscement, including
selecting and delivering consequences liar acthritiem. Far
example. a penes usey reward himself with time to read the
newspaper shot he has meshed the dishes.

While hmiances of these activities abound in am dolly liven,
until recently. hale research In sa-cendred has been warted. ft
is known that =my people do not learn to use neWcontrol skills
without tined training in the Wile. ltasearch dam show the
self-cantrel Allis are usually lust se affective umeablenekamfted

in chime** behavior. Menem,selkendrul may be
=darfacilitatiag maildenianat and genereliselion. sisal the
individual Imams independence. rather than dependence.

Can we teach self-control skills to persons with r were hen&
caps? Only a few researchers have worked with lumdicepped
individuals in sea-control tddils. so this qra on has
not yet been We can divide* studies to
determine if precise skills. such as a button an a murder
following task completion , can be horned.
We can also &tannins if other self-control activities help the
person to change her own behavior and if they are effective in
changing other behaviors in new settings. A second for
research concerns the nature of the nubile*. If the met used
to teach self-control skills rely on an external agent, will that
method counteract the development of inerpendent control?
What other types of training can be used?

It is the purpose of research in this area to in = igen, whether or
not severely handicapped people can be t to use methods
of sell-control. If so. what are the best met of training? And
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ii the ,r111-11Ittrfii skills. Urn be used by individuals to change
their own behavior. du such skills improve giniandixatirm?

Design of Studies

The variables that will be investigated in these studios will
include:

) the accuracy and fluency of the performance of the
self-control skill.

(2) the length of time required for ecquildtion and
fluency of the self -co ntria skill,

(3) the instructional precedents used to teach self-
.and

14) the effect rd the self-control skill on the target Whew-
ions (i.e., does the self-control skill facilitate general-
biation).

Although it is difficult to predict the course of Muse research,
we will attempt t® invereigme each of the three wherry self-
control skills: self -inenitorins, sdf-reinfonnmeid, and stiff-
instructkei.

Three other self-control N.ues will be integrated into the
studies: self-detinednation of da's he chew, seffilehend-
nation of consequences, and aelf-deterodnetion of the retb
behaviors to consequemns. Subjects will be able to select come-
(ponces and behaviors to chimp, in most inetances, ea that they
can immediately begin participating hi the behavior champ
process. Individuals who do not respond to questions (e.g.. What
would you like to work for? What will you do ff you make a
mistake? How many do you went to earn?) will be presented
with a multiple choice situation vie pictures, objects, or words
during each training sesakm.

Each study will include several different phases for the self-
control behaviors as well as for the beget behaviors (i.e., the ones
we hope to change or effect by the self-control skill).
measurement data will be collected on the salf-control
behaviors in training and nceitielning settings. Data will
summarized and analyzed according to the accuracy and them)!
Of the respunse, and by changes In the individual's level and
4Iirectkm or trend of performance. Data will be collected in
training and in nontraining settings, with the subjects' regular
teachers and with persons unfamiliar to the subject.
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Following the < idler tom of baseline data. the subject will be

taught to use a self-control skill by her teachers. The effect of the

self-control skill on the target behavior will be ineasured: to

see if and how the performance of the target behavior in the
training setting and with the teachers is affected; lb) to see If and

bow the performance of the target behavior outside of the
training setting andim with nontrainers is affected; and fcl to see

if the self-control skit is generalized across settings and/or

across behaviors. ()ppm:unity to overtly apply the self - contra]

behavior may then be withdrawn fe.g., by taking the counter
away from the subjects.

Expected Outcomes and Frothicis

Since there are so few precedents for teaching self-control to
severely handicapped students. it is difficult to predict the
sequence and natureof the studies. Findings from one study will

pc obably change the direction and methods of subsequent inves-

tigations. We will begin with only a few subjects. If results are

encouraging. later studio will involve MOM subisets. U initial
studies are successful, classroom blathers will be taught bow to
include self-control skills in their curricula. It is also possible

that patents and others may participate.

ideally, this research approach will yield information on which
self-contrnd skills can be taught sad bow to teach them to
severely handicapped individual/. We hope that the i tod of

1.1WRO's research in self-control will be a packs*, materials

for trainers to use in teachingself - control Allis to severely hand-

icapped individuals in school. home. community. and =ea-
Urinal settings. Whatever the results.,we expect that research in
self-control will produce information vital to our understanding
of and training for generalization.

Summary of First Year'sfinds
The first veiir's self-control studies were designed to investigate

questions relating so self-monitoring: if and how self-monitoring
skills can be acquired by severely handicapped students, and the

effect of serif-mon;toring on skills in training and generalization

%ening% Four stAies were conducted by Dr. Kathleen Liberty:

ui two studies. extensive cooperation was provided by Mary

Ann Noah '4 Central School District Elf in Indeperulence.

)tritoo For more information on these studies, see Liberty. K. A.

I POI I. 1.11/ertv. k. A A North, M. A. 119834. 1983b).
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Self-Me nits;riase I: The aupheitien of self-menitoring and its
effect en the production rate ef-a merely handicapped edam-
scent. The purpose of the first study was to examine: (1) the
acquisition of self-monitoring by a severely handicapped
student through an avoidance bathing procedure and (2) the
effects of self-monitoring on the target behavior.

The subject was 19 years and 5 months old Mini 35and MA of 4
years. 6 months). During the training phases, the subject was
taught to push the plunger of a counter placed on the table next
to his wad, using an avoidance training predure. In the
second training phase. the subject wore he counter on his wrist.
In the last phase. a general contingency for tentrummis* was
introduced, and was in effect thronhout the school day.

The avoidance training procedure produced rapid academies
of independent use of the counter without the addition of
specilk; reinforcement for sellinonitaiing. Very hhib keels of
reliability were obtained without specific Mnforcenaent for reli-
ability. and without specific cues directed at welsh* the
taunter only one time. However. since perfectly independent
and reliable self-mesihning was not ed until kelisai-
minable contingencies were birW .& training in the use of a
counter be awdemed by pcift winforcement spec&
catty for i and eelf-nsonitering.

,.

tba hebsvitor indicate. ghat self-monitoring acted as
a positive reinforcer sufftcient to 'maintain pmfmmence of the
terpt behavior. Thus, self-monitoring and is reinforced by the
counter and the act of self-monitoring hawk.= as a golf-
unveiled positive reinkever for production. °mat however,
the changes in production during the alum of the study are
unlikely to have any practical impact on dee subject. lath
because overall improvement did not move the subject
cantly closer to a amnia' work rate, and because the work itself
is not performed outside of chunroom settings.

SeffMeniterker It Maintenance and pneralimetkes if seff.
meenitering and its effect en two target bebeviers The purposes
of this study were to: (1) examine the maintemesce of self-moni-
toring 12) determine if elf-monitorhog generalized within
stimulus classes and across responses. and if so, the extent and
nature of such generalization: and 131 examine the effect of self-
monitoring on the target boaxiviors.

Self-namitoring maintained at high levels of reliability and Inda-
pendence. The data also provide a measure of the lemmatization
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of selfmonitoring across different stimulus conditions within
the same class. When the stimulus materials were changed, reli-
able self-monitoring was established in one or two sessions. This
level of maintenance and generalization may be interpreted as of
practical value. since instruction tune is "saved." but its ulti-
mate value is questionable. since some level of avoidance
prompting was required.

Independent.and reliable self-monitoring did not transfer across
behaviors. The sub Pict did not actuate the counter when he had
the opportunity to do so. In this study. the two behaviors were
not of the same response class, and were performed under co Wi-

nona (i.e.. supervision. stimulus materials. setting. time of day)
totally unlike one another. The failure to transfer pments a
significant challenge to the training procedure used. In future
studies. methods of changing the training procedure to enhance
the probability of tanshe will beexamined.

When the self monitoring avoidance piing procedure was
introduced for assembling sack In a few prompts were
sufficient to produce generalized counting of the next ten sacks
at 100% reliability. HOweeer, avoidance prompting procedures
were nut sufficient to maintain counting throughout the period.
It was only when a variable schedule of avoidance prompting
was instituted that reliable and independent self-monitoring
was maintained throughout the work period.

The most powerful effect on bagging was produced during the
second phase. when the subject had the opportunity to self-
monitor. although he was not observed to do so. Wearing the
wrist counter produced an increase in rate that is of practical
significance. to the subject. whose median production rate
increased It, 67.5% of normal. and reached 114% of the normal
rate cm his best day.

Once the subjet.t was trained toactually self-monitor. the highest
production rates were associated with days of perfect reliability
of the rated sa.ks. even though the self-monitoring added a
trointent to be completed. However. once the opportunity to
self.ounotor was removed from production. hawing rate
11 11 p pelf This also suggests that self-monitoring mediated some
of the different es between the settings. When the opportunity to
spliquototor bagging was withdrawn. bagging began to decei-

t-lte
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tiell-Menitorina III: lifects of self-noniitoring training on
expressive ceininunicatien: Mediation across settima. The
purpose of this study was to extend and reidiude'fitsults of Self-
Monitoring it with different behaviors and with a different
satins t Specifir issues examined included:

I the Atm is of wearing a wrist counter on two behav-
iors. nee instructed and the other uninstructed, prior
to any training in the use of a counter, and whether
effects produced in the training setting would
transfer to the probe setting:
the effects on the instructed and uninstructed behav-
iors of training self-monitoring of the instructed
behavior, in both the training setting and the probe
setting:
whether self-monitoring would transfer from the
behavior on which it was trained (i.e., instructed
behavior) to another behavior (i.e., uninstructed
behavior), and

4 Whether self-monitoring would transfer from the
setting in which it was trained to the probe setting.

The submit of this study was an 11 year-&d girl, attending a
special school for handicapped children. School records indi-
ate that It,) testing had never yielded a valid score, but psychol-

ogists' estimates were of an IQ between 30 and 32.

Independent variables included an instructed response and an
uninstructed response. measured in both a training setting and
in a probe generalization) setting. The instructed response
if e . instructed in the training setting only) was two-word
answers to questions. The uninstructed response was two-word
initiations Data were also collected on actuation of a wrist
Hunter. and the independence and reliability of self-moni-

toring

flesnite ieb.ation of two-word answers in the training setting,
getteraluation of the instructed response to the probe setting was
lilt.. and slightiv decelerating during the phase, with a median

ei ill tK ",,, anti ending at 15%. Instruction in self-mnnitnring
tro-tsorif answers in the training setting produced rapid

( eleration of independent self-monitoring.

SPII-411011/111118 ilidV not have affected any change in the
instrte tett Whit. tor in the training setting: however. the ()ppm-
taniiv to wear the r o..titer in the probe session resulted in an

and sustained t hams in the target behavior. The
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median level of two -word answers in this phase is 43%. mute
than twice the level of vernalization in the previous phase. The
subject was observed to actuate the counter in the probe setting.
When the opportunity to self-monitor in the probe setting was
withdrawn, performance decelerated to an ending level of 19%.
comparable to performance in the first baseline. In athiition.
valet' the subject was given the opportunity to wear the counter
during the final probe setting session. performance was annpa-
ridde to that of the previous phase. Both the instructed and wain-
eructed target behaviors generalised t© three- and four-word
utterances. However, such generalization did not occur in the
probe setting until self-monitoring phases.

These results support and expand theamclusions of the earlier
two studies. By itself. the wrist counter does not substantially
affect responding. However, once Minim in use of the wrist
counter is initiated, the counter itself is able to mediate the
differences in consequent:et between settings, Although the level
of generalization of two-word answini radiated by the counter
is a substantial improvement over nonmediated respanding. the
level of generalization attained is likely to be insufficient to
result in practical improvement for the subject. However.
training self-monitoring does seem to he a simple and somewhat
efficient way to mitigate differences in settings when skill
transfer is desired.

Studies in SerAmdery/Pest.Secondary Tramitien

Preparation of severely handicapped individuals for adult roles
has. to this point. focused primarily on preparation for sheltered
employment. While significant progress has been made in this
area. especially in the acquisition of complex assembly tasks,
options such as competitive employment and post-secondary
vocational training have generally not been accessible to persons
with severe handicaps. While these settings offer a more normal
environment. the amount of individualized training and support
available is limited. Therefore, it is critical that stadents receive
adequate preparation before entering such vocational training
and employment settings. The use of instructional strategies to
rnham e generalization can greatly increase the effectiveness of
preparatory activities for trust-secondary training and employ.
inent, and um also help to facilitate a smooth transition friss
Nei (Hillary programs to post-secondary activities.
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lie lair PlaSe 'if till% Slut!). is to in% estigate strategies which facili-
tate generalitation in the transition prix:ess to post-

imilart settings 'like Noel du strategies to be investigated are
the fading of artificial and exaggerated cues, reinfincers. and
ontingrnt les

Arnie oil and exaggerated prompts and cues have been estab-
lished eil powerful components of systematic instructional
prier-dune. in the education of severely handicapped students:
unfortunately. research indicates that these artificial cues may

onie so strongly associated with the behavior that generalize-
:oat of the behavior they direct is inhibited because such cues
are not available in nontraining environments. Current informa-
tion suggests that the elimination of such cues will enhance the
probability of generalization and maintenance of behavioral
gains pneluceti in the training setting. Thus, cue-fading is
recommended teachers of severely handicapped students, but
rules for determining precisely how to fade cues have not been

Researchers have identified several techniques for
fading such cues. either by reducing the topography of the cue,
or by introducing a delay in cue delivery. Unfortunately,
research in this area has resulted only in idiosyncratic applica-
tins of these procedures. which, of necessity, prohibit wide-
spread application in training settings.

Similarly. typical training procedures often involve the use of
reinforters that are not "natural" fax the behavior (e.g.. rein-
foning communication with field) and/or high fixed ratio
contingencies of reinforcement (mg., F11, often called "one-to-
one reinforcement"). Evidence indicates that such reinkircers
and contingencies of reinforcement may inhibit generalization
or provoke the failure of maintenance because they do not occur
outside of training settings. Logically, then,an effective means of
promoting generalization is to reduce contingencies in the
training setting until they approximate those which occur in
nontraining settings. and to change reinforcer: until they are the
equivalent of dime available in natural nontraining settings (or
in ...ening., to which generalization is expecteddesirable). As
with ties. researi VI to date has identified several methods of
lading reinfori ers leg.. through a procedure known as pairing)
and t initingent its te g . through manipulation of the schedules
it relator. ement) however. research has been directed at intli-

tn.tivlorti. oho h dues Hot fend itself to the development
s% stem', it .trategies easili, applicable in the majority of

tr,tining settings
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This research will inviestilpite specifk: strategies for guiding the
fading of the typk.aI cues. minforteri, and contingencies used in
standard instructional procedures which facilitate cross-setting
generalization. Successful strategies will be those that promote
generalization across a variety of settings,and that are applicable
to a wide variety of behaviors as instructed in training settings.

Design of Intervention Studies

We plan to begin with an investigation of cue-fading, and
proceed to investigations of simultaneously fading reinforcers
and contingencies. If we are successful. we will be able to
develop a set of guidelines for use by classroom teachers and
other trainers that provides for the systematic elimination of
three important harriers to generalisation, and thus promotes the
successful transition of individuals from training to home,
community, and work environments.

Our first studies in this area will investigate one set of systematic
strategies for cue - fading. Results of the study will contribute
tamed formulation of cue-fading rules which can be utilized by
practitioners

The research will be conducted at a local. public school-oper-
ated vocational technical institute (VTI) in two typos of settings:
a "training setting" in %bid, the experimental hutructional
strategy will be employed, and a "generalization setting." in
which the subject will be observed to probe for generalization of
the instructed behavior. The training setting will be the existing
self-contained classroom for handicapped students at the VTI.
The generalization setting will be the work environment of the
student within the VTI te.e., the cafeteria or the greenhouse; or at

a community work experience placement.

Target Nies-volts for this investigation will meet the following
ritmia t I the behavior is not performed appropriately in the

will !witting or the performance of the behavior in the work
setting need% to he improved. (2) the behavior can be instructed
in the a lass r oom setting. (3) performance aims !including time
and quality performance criteria) can lie identified, 14) the
11,0 ural a ties to which the student should respond in the general-
liattlai .riling can be identified, and (51 the behavior can be
measured in sus h a way that the data tequired by the research
mai. be i crlli 'et,
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The resean.h design will consist of two phases: baseline and
instruction. During boaeline, the target behavior will be
measured in the training and generalization setting. In the
second phase. cue4ading strategies will be implemented in the
training setting. As cuss are faded in the instructional setting.
probes of the generalization setting will be used to indicate the
effect of the instructional procedure on the behavior in the
generalization setting.

Future studies will utilize the same design with other sterhmts
and other behaviors. Modified decision procedures for cue-
fading will. in all likelihood. also be utilized.

Expected Iternelts and Outcomes

We hope to identify strategies far fading cues, reinforces. and
contingencies that will facilitate skill generelization across
settirms. thus promoting successful transition from school to
work end community seninp. If we me successful, we hope to
"discover the rules" for practical methods that will allow
teachers to utilize fading strategies in regular school environ-
ments. We will then be ebbs to not only a series of
research repcnis and putilicAirars, also a manual for teachers
to use in preparing their students for the transition frau school.

FOUR
PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

Guidelines for identification and manipulation of a wide range
tif t orulitions within educational settings will result from the
studies in the ecology of training settings. The performance
pattern studies will contribute a set of guidelines specifically for
sostroutional methods that educators can use to OfIlltite general-

Guidelines from the ecology studies will be directed at
',Oil% todoonement Of the instructional setting. while deci-
sion rides from the performance pattern studies will be directed
.it the celes tom of form ice instructional methods used in indi-
vidual programs
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During the fourth project year. methods will be developed to
inebin the, guidelines from the etniume and performance
pattern studies with other empirical data. into en integrated set

"hest practices for generalization." Such guidelines would
probably establish a tiisin hierarchy for use at administrative.
training setting, small group. and individual pupil levels. For
euituple. a sequence of decisions might include:

11 tattermine what skills should he programmed for
generalitathm.

f Determine the appropriate instructional settings
e . home, school. or rommunityj for each skill.
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3) Determine the charecteristks of the setting in which
generalisation is desired.

141 Detennine for each student the percentage of each
school day to be spent in each setting. or how to tote-
grog factors from the generalized setting into the
training setting.

IS) Determine if instructional Vials will be massed or
distributed.

(el potenuine the specific instructional procedures for
each student.

The guidelines that may resuk from the studies in self-control
and seconderyipost-secandary transition will affect the curricula
of training settings by suggesting changes in the skills that we
currently taught. Recinalmendations. such as the inclusion of
self-immersing in the curriculum. will be eccomponied by
precise direct-1ms as to whom to Maria such skills and how such
skills might be mast effectively week it expected that infor-
mation on other curricular changes that 'Sect genetelisatkm,
produced by the work of °duff institutes, would be used to
produce a set of inky-skid dense. far curriculum content. g
all conditions are Waal: the guidelines for curricula will
be integrated with the guidelines for interventkm in the setting
and included as an aspect of the decision rules, producing a
fully integrated single set of practices.

At this time it is difficult to predict the nature of the various
guidelines to be developed or if the guidelines will fit together,
siru:e they must he based on empirkel evidence that the strate-
gies ikt, in fact. promote generalized respondisq. The Institute
will be able to draw on the expertise of the Advisory Cosimittes
and the Direct Service Consortium In the development of guide.
lines. Wei will also have access to results from the WHIT insti-
tutes. All of the inftwmation available will be integrated into the
guidelines eventually produced. It is our hope that the four
approaches will provide solutions converging into an integrated
SS of guidelines for users. The schematic, shown on pima 34.
illustrates how f tWRO hopes to increase interaction and integra-
tion of the results as research proceeds. to the development ofan
integrated set of guidelines for practitioners.

The. Washington Research Organization combines four different
and complimentary conceptual approaches to the problem of
skill ;emend iAlii4.111. We believe that pursuit of these four lines of
inquiry represents a strategy with the highest probability of
defining replacements for the "train and hope" methods on
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which educators currently rely. Implementation d the concept
of a free appropriate public education in the Wet restrictive
environment for all students should not be umlermined by igno-
rance. The contributions the Washington Research Organisation
makes to the development of a nichnokey of skill
are contributions to the wash of all who strive for realization
of our social commitment to an effective and lasting education
for all severely handicapped individuals.

Cindy is apprehensive her first day on the job at the
Pacific Oyster Bar. She failed so badly at the Seattle
Hotel. She looks carefully at the dishwasher, and bads
the bowls and cups. She closes the door. She searches
and finds the buttons on the side of the machine. They
are strange, but the little stickers just below them are just
like the ones at school. She confider* pushes the
series, and smiles when the dishwasher hums into
action. At the end of the day, the kitchen supervisor says,
"Good work today, Ms. Burchart." He smiles as Cindy
gets her coal and leaves. Still smiling, he looks again at
the little stickers the trainer from the Seattle Training
Center had put on each of the dishwashers. He thinks,
"Well, you learn something new every day."

Richard leaves the office of the head housekeeper. As he
wheels himself toward the chain of pink cabins of the
Sunset Motel, he repeats to himself, "Knock. Then say,
'Housekeeping here.' " Over and over he says these
instructions, just as Mr. White taught him to do when he
was teaching him to say his name and address, all those
years ago. He is pleased that he can practice by himself.
At t abin 1 he stops, squares his shoulders, and knocks
briskly. "flousekeeping here." He unlocks the door and
goes in to earn his first wage.
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lady is st reaming so loudly that his face is eggplant
purple again. Mrs. Loomis smiles to herself, and walks
out the door to join the rest of the family waiting in the
car, leaving lody's jacket on the floor where he threw it.
She gets in the car. "Now where's lady?" as Mr.
Loomis. "lust wait," she replies. In 30 seconds, lady
comes flying out the door, zipping his jacket. "Don't
forget to shut the door," cries his mother. She thinks with
satisfaction of lady's teacher she was right, after all!
lady does know how to put on his jacket.
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